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This book is for everyone who is suffering from the disease of addiction or who cares about
someone who is: for addicts, their families and friends, and their health care providers. It is for
those who are currently in recovery and looking for a way to shift their recovery into a higher
gear--from just surviving and muddling through to becoming the absolute best version of
themselves, from mere recovery to Integral Recovery.Integral Recovery is the groundbreaking
application of Integral Theory to addiction. It brings alcohol and drug treatment into the twenty-
first century by combining the best of the treatment modalities of the past with the latest
knowledge, techniques, and neurotechnologies in order to ensure a more holistic and lasting
recovery. In addition to providing an illuminating and inspiring map to the path of recovery,
Integral Recovery teaches life-changing practices that initiate the addict on a journey of healing,
transformation, and awakening, offering the possibility of a lifetime of health, joy, and sobriety.

“John Dupuy’s Integral Recovery is a revolutionary application of Integral Theory to the national
epidemic of substance abuse and addictive behavior. Clear, comprehensive, and appropriately
inclusive, it points to a radically new way to deal with alcoholism and addiction, one that looks to
be incredibly promising and much more effective than existing approaches, all of which are
partial and segmented. The Integral approach, on the other hand, by taking a truly holistic (in the
best sense of that term) approach, points to a comprehensive strategy much more promising in
its results. Highly recommended for professional and layperson alike!” ― Ken Wilber, author of
The Integral Vision: A Very Short Introduction to the Revolutionary Integral Approach to Life,
God, the Universe, and Everything“John Dupuy’s Integral Recovery should be considered a
‘must read’ for professionals in the addiction recovery field. Such a holistic approach to the
treatment of alcoholism and other addictions is long overdue. This book deserves a wide
readership.” ― Michael Dowd, author of Thank God for Evolution: How the Marriage of Science
and Religion Will Transform Your Life and Our WorldAbout the AuthorJohn Dupuy is CEO of
Integral Recovery® and iAwake Technologies, LLC and teaches at John F. Kennedy University.
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Gambling, LuckandAstrology:Win the maximum. Lose the minimum.ByNikolai
James(2012)ContentsIntroductionChapter One: Gambling and AstrologyWhat Can Be Expected
From This MethodCan You Make a Living by Using Astrology and Gambling?Is It Astrology or Is
It Chance?The Broad Background and the Specific ForegroundA Simple TechniqueChapter
Two: How Much Astrology Do You Need?Your Natal ChartThe PlanetsThe AspectsThe
EclipticThe Essential FormationsGeocentric and Heliocentric ChartsAstrological Programs for
Windows and AppleExactness or OrbChapter Three: Longer Term Astrological Factors: The
Broad BackgroundSlower Moving Planets and Slower Forming Astrological GeometryThe Broad
Negative Aspects that Will Make You LoseThe T-SquareThe Grand CrossLong Term Influences
That Can Make You Lose or WinLunations and EclipsesProgressionsTransits of the Slower
Moving PlanetsThe Positive: The Grand Trine and the YodChapter Four: Shorter Term Aspects:
The ForegroundMidpointsA Gaggle of GeeseChapter Five: StrategySlotsPokerPoker
TournamentsOther GamingChapter Six: Luck and Famous Poker Players.Doyle BrunsonDaniel
NegreanuChapter Seven: Sports Betting, Casinos, Professional Gamblers, AstrologersSports
BettingCasinosProfessional GamblersAstrologersAuthor InformationIntroductionMy interest in
astrology began in my early twenties shortly after finishing college. I met some friends who were
interested in this and other unusual topics. It was the 1970’s, and many people were opening to
spiritual and new age interests at the time. I was fascinated by typologies and exploring how we
may differ psychologically from each other. I enjoyed reading about astrology, thinking about
astrology, but most of all I loved to check events in my life and note how they were correlated to
the movement of the planets.I continued to study astrology in a general way until the early
1990’s. This happened to be the decade of the unprecedented bull market in technology and
other stocks. I began to speculate in the stock market and was gratified to see that many people
who invested or speculated took astrology seriously and used it to time the market. Because I
had run into so much skepticism in my life about the truth of astrology, I was pleased that people
who had very mundane concerns like making money in the market respected astrology. I
remember at this time coming across the quote attributed to Andrew Carnegie that “Millionaires
don’t use astrology, billionaires do.” Apparently, he had a personal astrologer that helped him
time business decisions.The possibility of using astrology to make money seemed to be the
perfect validation of the practice. Either you made money or you did not. This way of validating
astrology was very different than predictions of vague personality traits, which could easily be
subject to opinion. I began to look at the changes in the stock market and see how they
correlated to the movement of the planets. Having such a clear quantitative measure (the stock
market either goes up, down, or sideways) helped me determine which astrological factors were
important for the stock market and which were not.One problem with astrology is that there is so
much written about it that is subjective and solely based on tradition. Very few astrologers take
the time to verify that the events predicted by astrology actually happen. In the late 1990’s, I read



the first book Published by the Magi Society, called Astrology Really Works. This book was the
first I had come across written by a group who had spent years trying to verify what was
predicted by astrology. I was elated to find people who were approaching the subject
scientifically and who were not satisfied to parrot back traditional interpretations of astrology that
had never been proven and many of which were false.Guided by the work of the Magi Astrology,
I began to focus more on aspects (the geometric relationship of planets in the sky) and found
numerous stock market moves exactly timed to the beat of specific astrological aspects. I found
this fascinating, but it took me many years of being in the market to make use of this information
to come out ahead.In 2002, I became interested in poker after watching the World Series of
Poker on television and another new show, The World Poker Tour. Both of these shows had
webcams that showed the players’ hole cards and added a great element of drama to watching
poker. Now, you could follow the bluffs and other tactics of the players, something that was
impossible to do before the advent of the hole card webcam. Watching poker can be a snoozer if
you have no idea what cards the poker players are holding.Shortly after this I began playing
poker on the internet on a site called Party Poker and on Ultimate Bet. I wanted to teach myself
poker and test my wits against other players. Because playing on the internet offered me the
option of continuously being involved in poker hands over long periods of time, it afforded the
perfect opportunity to see how my luck at poker correlated with planetary aspects. I discovered
that the correlation was extremely strong. I noticed that there were negative astrological aspects
that turned my luck so bad that there was no way that I could win. During the times I had positive
aspects, I found myself winning hundreds of dollars within a few minutes, even though I was
playing at low stakes.This was the perfect venue for me to begin to learn the basics of how
astrology affects luck while gambling. I was able to develop an understanding of how potent
different planets and astrological formations were in determining wins and losses. Because I
could play a hand every minute or so, I was able to chart the fluctuations of luck over time. I
gathered a wealth of information about what kind of planetary aspects were necessary to make
sure that I won. I regret not being more methodical during that time. It took me much longer to
clarify the information than necessary. Because poker players in the United States have been
banned from poker sites for the last few years, I can no longer use this wonderful source of
consistent information about timing and luck.Gambling may be the best method of verifying
astrological phenomenon, because how much money you win or lose is purely quantitative. This
makes it easy to study the effects of astrology, because there are few intervening variables. In
the stock market, you have the prevailing sentiment, the charts of individual countries, and many
other variables affecting the market besides astrology. Gambling on slot machines with a
specific percentage payback is the best way to test the effects of astrology. Unless the machine
is broken, the only variables that will affect your luck are how the planets are affecting your
personal chart, and if you are playing video poker, how well you follow optimum play. This
creates a wonderful opportunity for astrologers to gather data to see how the planets affect an
individual’s luck. It, also, creates the best opportunity to prove that astrology really does



work.Currently, my significant other and I go to Las Vegas a few times per year, and during those
times I continue to use astrology to win money and to continue my research into the astrological
effects on gaming. I play poker only occasionally now, finding that I can make much more money
on slot machines because of the many bets I can make per minute. It is important to take
advantage of short time frames that are windows of astrological opportunity to make money. We
also never go to Vegas without consulting astrology. The last thing that I want to do is to go on
vacation and lose all weekend due to poor astrology. There are some aspects which make it
impossible to have a winning session. Some of these aspects last for two or three days. Who
wants to give the casino more money than necessary and then experience the frustration that
comes with losing?Can you make money using astrology for gambling? It can be done, but it
takes discipline. The odds are in the casino’s favor. To beat the casino, you need to take
advantage of your luck when you have it. This book will help you do this, but how well the
method works will depend on your vigilance. Missing a major negative aspect can easily turn the
hope for a winning session into depressing losses.The information in this book is limited in the
sense that I am unable to comprehend or study all the indicators of luck that are available in
astrology. There are many variations in my own luck that are hard to explain due to astrology, but
as I continue to learn about gambling and astrology through the years, these areas of
incomprehension keep diminishing. I find that I continue to increase my knowledge of how
astrology affects luck, and my predictions continue to become more accurate. My dream is that
one day I will be able to astrologically account for all notable variations in luck. The results I have
experienced through the methods in this book point to the possibility of this happening some
day.For the average gambler there is enough information in this book to help you win more
money and to maximize your chances of hitting big jackpots. My experience is that these big
jackpots only occur when my aspects are excellent. I have never hit a big jackpot when my
astrology has been bad or neutral.This book is the first book on astrology and gambling
available that gives a wealth of information and is actually based on experience. I have
personally won jackpots of hundreds and thousands of dollars due to gambling at the correct
astrological times. I have seen my luck explode in the course of a few minutes while an
astrological aspect comes to exactness. This is very exciting and gives me a great sense of
satisfaction. I get to even the odds with the casino—odds that they rig to be in their favor. I also
enjoy smiling silently at the people who pooh-pooh the effectiveness of astrology.Before taking
the time to write this book, I went through a list of pros and cons about publishing it. I would like
to share these pros and cons with you.Pros-Many people are skeptical of astrology, but the
information in this book is verifiable because it is quantitative. Either people win money
according to the techniques I list here or they don’t. I think experiences using astrology with
gambling could go a long way toward opening people to the mystery of astrology.-Truth is truth
and people should know it.-I would like to expand a community of people who are interested in
this topic and I could gain some knowledge from networking with other serious experimenters.
This book may put me in touch with them.-I could make some money from the book. Probably



not much, but some.-I take an impish glee in contributing to individual gamblers beating the
casinos.Cons-I don’t want to have this information contribute to anyone’s gambling problems.-I
am using a pen name in publishing this book because the information in it would affect my
reputation as a professional, perhaps in a negative manner. My work helping people with
addictions is best kept separate from my gambling interests.-People may use the information in
this book haphazardly and it may lead them to lose money rather than gain money.Interestingly,
my own temptations to gamble have declined since I began using astrology. I gamble less
because I no longer have the delusion that a big jackpot is just around the next corner. For me
the big jackpot is most likely to happen next week or next month when my aspects are super
positive.My significant other and I recently went to Las Vegas for a long weekend. We chose the
weekend carefully based on astrology. I won $2650 playing quarters on a two different video
poker machines within the span of four hours. I hit two royal flushes that both paid over $1000 a
piece. I could have won much more had I played for dollars rather than quarters. It would have
been improbable that we would have chosen to go on that weekend by chance. With the input of
astrology I was able choose the weekend that had the most probability of being lucky. I was able
to cash in and pay for the trip and much more. I will describe the astrology behind this win later in
the book.There are millions of people who have periods of incredible luck that they do not take
advantage of. Some people may have the astrological configurations for a short period of time
that are similar to those who win millions in state lotteries. However, because they have no idea
that these opportunities are occurring, they miss out on winning millions of dollars themselves.
However, if they learned the methods in this book, they could plan for these events and make
sure that they position themselves to take advantage of superior astrological configurations. This
could be as simple as buying a lottery ticket, playing in a poker tournament at that time, or
planning a vacation to Las Vegas at that time.My hope is that the next time you go to Las Vegas
or your local casino that you will be able to utilize the information in this book to come out even,
pay for your trip, or come back a big winner. I hope that it can add more fun to your gambling
experience.Chapter One: Gambling and AstrologyWhat Can Be Expected From This
MethodHow much you win and what you get out of reading this book depends upon you.
Gambling is a hard discipline and is one of the most difficult activities in which to be successful.
Gambling seduces us into being greedy or frightened, and undisciplined. With the help of the
information in this book most people will lose less than they did before and some will come out
ahead. The method works. Losses will be due to the inherent difficulties in retaining the
discipline to adhere to these ideas. If you follow the procedures and are able to have good
judgment about how much money you’re putting at risk, you will succeed. It is unusual for an
author to start the first chapter of a book on gambling without promising you the moon, but I feel
that it is my duty to warn you. I don’t want to contribute to anyone losing money. Most people
have difficulty following any system. It is important to be realistic about the weaknesses of
human nature in the face of something that is as thrilling as gambling and winning.Gambling,
LuckandAstrology:Win the maximum. Lose the minimum.ByNikolai James(2012)Gambling,



LuckandAstrology:Win the maximum. Lose the minimum.ByNikolai
James(2012)ContentsIntroductionChapter One: Gambling and AstrologyWhat Can Be Expected
From This MethodCan You Make a Living by Using Astrology and Gambling?Is It Astrology or Is
It Chance?The Broad Background and the Specific ForegroundA Simple TechniqueChapter
Two: How Much Astrology Do You Need?Your Natal ChartThe PlanetsThe AspectsThe
EclipticThe Essential FormationsGeocentric and Heliocentric ChartsAstrological Programs for
Windows and AppleExactness or OrbChapter Three: Longer Term Astrological Factors: The
Broad BackgroundSlower Moving Planets and Slower Forming Astrological GeometryThe Broad
Negative Aspects that Will Make You LoseThe T-SquareThe Grand CrossLong Term Influences
That Can Make You Lose or WinLunations and EclipsesProgressionsTransits of the Slower
Moving PlanetsThe Positive: The Grand Trine and the YodChapter Four: Shorter Term Aspects:
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From This MethodCan You Make a Living by Using Astrology and Gambling?Is It Astrology or Is
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TournamentsOther GamingChapter Six: Luck and Famous Poker Players.Doyle BrunsonDaniel
NegreanuChapter Seven: Sports Betting, Casinos, Professional Gamblers, AstrologersSports
BettingCasinosProfessional GamblersAstrologersAuthor InformationIntroductionMy interest in
astrology began in my early twenties shortly after finishing college. I met some friends who were
interested in this and other unusual topics. It was the 1970’s, and many people were opening to
spiritual and new age interests at the time. I was fascinated by typologies and exploring how we
may differ psychologically from each other. I enjoyed reading about astrology, thinking about
astrology, but most of all I loved to check events in my life and note how they were correlated to
the movement of the planets.I continued to study astrology in a general way until the early
1990’s. This happened to be the decade of the unprecedented bull market in technology and
other stocks. I began to speculate in the stock market and was gratified to see that many people
who invested or speculated took astrology seriously and used it to time the market. Because I
had run into so much skepticism in my life about the truth of astrology, I was pleased that people



who had very mundane concerns like making money in the market respected astrology. I
remember at this time coming across the quote attributed to Andrew Carnegie that “Millionaires
don’t use astrology, billionaires do.” Apparently, he had a personal astrologer that helped him
time business decisions.The possibility of using astrology to make money seemed to be the
perfect validation of the practice. Either you made money or you did not. This way of validating
astrology was very different than predictions of vague personality traits, which could easily be
subject to opinion. I began to look at the changes in the stock market and see how they
correlated to the movement of the planets. Having such a clear quantitative measure (the stock
market either goes up, down, or sideways) helped me determine which astrological factors were
important for the stock market and which were not.One problem with astrology is that there is so
much written about it that is subjective and solely based on tradition. Very few astrologers take
the time to verify that the events predicted by astrology actually happen. In the late 1990’s, I read
the first book Published by the Magi Society, called Astrology Really Works. This book was the
first I had come across written by a group who had spent years trying to verify what was
predicted by astrology. I was elated to find people who were approaching the subject
scientifically and who were not satisfied to parrot back traditional interpretations of astrology that
had never been proven and many of which were false.Guided by the work of the Magi Astrology,
I began to focus more on aspects (the geometric relationship of planets in the sky) and found
numerous stock market moves exactly timed to the beat of specific astrological aspects. I found
this fascinating, but it took me many years of being in the market to make use of this information
to come out ahead.In 2002, I became interested in poker after watching the World Series of
Poker on television and another new show, The World Poker Tour. Both of these shows had
webcams that showed the players’ hole cards and added a great element of drama to watching
poker. Now, you could follow the bluffs and other tactics of the players, something that was
impossible to do before the advent of the hole card webcam. Watching poker can be a snoozer if
you have no idea what cards the poker players are holding.Shortly after this I began playing
poker on the internet on a site called Party Poker and on Ultimate Bet. I wanted to teach myself
poker and test my wits against other players. Because playing on the internet offered me the
option of continuously being involved in poker hands over long periods of time, it afforded the
perfect opportunity to see how my luck at poker correlated with planetary aspects. I discovered
that the correlation was extremely strong. I noticed that there were negative astrological aspects
that turned my luck so bad that there was no way that I could win. During the times I had positive
aspects, I found myself winning hundreds of dollars within a few minutes, even though I was
playing at low stakes.This was the perfect venue for me to begin to learn the basics of how
astrology affects luck while gambling. I was able to develop an understanding of how potent
different planets and astrological formations were in determining wins and losses. Because I
could play a hand every minute or so, I was able to chart the fluctuations of luck over time. I
gathered a wealth of information about what kind of planetary aspects were necessary to make
sure that I won. I regret not being more methodical during that time. It took me much longer to



clarify the information than necessary. Because poker players in the United States have been
banned from poker sites for the last few years, I can no longer use this wonderful source of
consistent information about timing and luck.Gambling may be the best method of verifying
astrological phenomenon, because how much money you win or lose is purely quantitative. This
makes it easy to study the effects of astrology, because there are few intervening variables. In
the stock market, you have the prevailing sentiment, the charts of individual countries, and many
other variables affecting the market besides astrology. Gambling on slot machines with a
specific percentage payback is the best way to test the effects of astrology. Unless the machine
is broken, the only variables that will affect your luck are how the planets are affecting your
personal chart, and if you are playing video poker, how well you follow optimum play. This
creates a wonderful opportunity for astrologers to gather data to see how the planets affect an
individual’s luck. It, also, creates the best opportunity to prove that astrology really does
work.Currently, my significant other and I go to Las Vegas a few times per year, and during those
times I continue to use astrology to win money and to continue my research into the astrological
effects on gaming. I play poker only occasionally now, finding that I can make much more money
on slot machines because of the many bets I can make per minute. It is important to take
advantage of short time frames that are windows of astrological opportunity to make money. We
also never go to Vegas without consulting astrology. The last thing that I want to do is to go on
vacation and lose all weekend due to poor astrology. There are some aspects which make it
impossible to have a winning session. Some of these aspects last for two or three days. Who
wants to give the casino more money than necessary and then experience the frustration that
comes with losing?Can you make money using astrology for gambling? It can be done, but it
takes discipline. The odds are in the casino’s favor. To beat the casino, you need to take
advantage of your luck when you have it. This book will help you do this, but how well the
method works will depend on your vigilance. Missing a major negative aspect can easily turn the
hope for a winning session into depressing losses.The information in this book is limited in the
sense that I am unable to comprehend or study all the indicators of luck that are available in
astrology. There are many variations in my own luck that are hard to explain due to astrology, but
as I continue to learn about gambling and astrology through the years, these areas of
incomprehension keep diminishing. I find that I continue to increase my knowledge of how
astrology affects luck, and my predictions continue to become more accurate. My dream is that
one day I will be able to astrologically account for all notable variations in luck. The results I have
experienced through the methods in this book point to the possibility of this happening some
day.For the average gambler there is enough information in this book to help you win more
money and to maximize your chances of hitting big jackpots. My experience is that these big
jackpots only occur when my aspects are excellent. I have never hit a big jackpot when my
astrology has been bad or neutral.This book is the first book on astrology and gambling
available that gives a wealth of information and is actually based on experience. I have
personally won jackpots of hundreds and thousands of dollars due to gambling at the correct



astrological times. I have seen my luck explode in the course of a few minutes while an
astrological aspect comes to exactness. This is very exciting and gives me a great sense of
satisfaction. I get to even the odds with the casino—odds that they rig to be in their favor. I also
enjoy smiling silently at the people who pooh-pooh the effectiveness of astrology.Before taking
the time to write this book, I went through a list of pros and cons about publishing it. I would like
to share these pros and cons with you.Pros-Many people are skeptical of astrology, but the
information in this book is verifiable because it is quantitative. Either people win money
according to the techniques I list here or they don’t. I think experiences using astrology with
gambling could go a long way toward opening people to the mystery of astrology.-Truth is truth
and people should know it.-I would like to expand a community of people who are interested in
this topic and I could gain some knowledge from networking with other serious experimenters.
This book may put me in touch with them.-I could make some money from the book. Probably
not much, but some.-I take an impish glee in contributing to individual gamblers beating the
casinos.Cons-I don’t want to have this information contribute to anyone’s gambling problems.-I
am using a pen name in publishing this book because the information in it would affect my
reputation as a professional, perhaps in a negative manner. My work helping people with
addictions is best kept separate from my gambling interests.-People may use the information in
this book haphazardly and it may lead them to lose money rather than gain money.Interestingly,
my own temptations to gamble have declined since I began using astrology. I gamble less
because I no longer have the delusion that a big jackpot is just around the next corner. For me
the big jackpot is most likely to happen next week or next month when my aspects are super
positive.My significant other and I recently went to Las Vegas for a long weekend. We chose the
weekend carefully based on astrology. I won $2650 playing quarters on a two different video
poker machines within the span of four hours. I hit two royal flushes that both paid over $1000 a
piece. I could have won much more had I played for dollars rather than quarters. It would have
been improbable that we would have chosen to go on that weekend by chance. With the input of
astrology I was able choose the weekend that had the most probability of being lucky. I was able
to cash in and pay for the trip and much more. I will describe the astrology behind this win later in
the book.There are millions of people who have periods of incredible luck that they do not take
advantage of. Some people may have the astrological configurations for a short period of time
that are similar to those who win millions in state lotteries. However, because they have no idea
that these opportunities are occurring, they miss out on winning millions of dollars themselves.
However, if they learned the methods in this book, they could plan for these events and make
sure that they position themselves to take advantage of superior astrological configurations. This
could be as simple as buying a lottery ticket, playing in a poker tournament at that time, or
planning a vacation to Las Vegas at that time.My hope is that the next time you go to Las Vegas
or your local casino that you will be able to utilize the information in this book to come out even,
pay for your trip, or come back a big winner. I hope that it can add more fun to your gambling
experience.IntroductionMy interest in astrology began in my early twenties shortly after finishing



college. I met some friends who were interested in this and other unusual topics. It was the
1970’s, and many people were opening to spiritual and new age interests at the time. I was
fascinated by typologies and exploring how we may differ psychologically from each other. I
enjoyed reading about astrology, thinking about astrology, but most of all I loved to check events
in my life and note how they were correlated to the movement of the planets. I continued to study
astrology in a general way until the early 1990’s. This happened to be the decade of the
unprecedented bull market in technology and other stocks. I began to speculate in the stock
market and was gratified to see that many people who invested or speculated took astrology
seriously and used it to time the market. Because I had run into so much skepticism in my life
about the truth of astrology, I was pleased that people who had very mundane concerns like
making money in the market respected astrology. I remember at this time coming across the
quote attributed to Andrew Carnegie that “Millionaires don’t use astrology, billionaires do.”
Apparently, he had a personal astrologer that helped him time business decisions.The
possibility of using astrology to make money seemed to be the perfect validation of the practice.
Either you made money or you did not. This way of validating astrology was very different than
predictions of vague personality traits, which could easily be subject to opinion. I began to look
at the changes in the stock market and see how they correlated to the movement of the planets.
Having such a clear quantitative measure (the stock market either goes up, down, or sideways)
helped me determine which astrological factors were important for the stock market and which
were not.One problem with astrology is that there is so much written about it that is subjective
and solely based on tradition. Very few astrologers take the time to verify that the events
predicted by astrology actually happen. In the late 1990’s, I read the first book Published by the
Magi Society, called Astrology Really Works. This book was the first I had come across written
by a group who had spent years trying to verify what was predicted by astrology. I was elated to
find people who were approaching the subject scientifically and who were not satisfied to parrot
back traditional interpretations of astrology that had never been proven and many of which were
false.Guided by the work of the Magi Astrology, I began to focus more on aspects (the geometric
relationship of planets in the sky) and found numerous stock market moves exactly timed to the
beat of specific astrological aspects. I found this fascinating, but it took me many years of being
in the market to make use of this information to come out ahead. In 2002, I became interested in
poker after watching the World Series of Poker on television and another new show, The World
Poker Tour. Both of these shows had webcams that showed the players’ hole cards and added a
great element of drama to watching poker. Now, you could follow the bluffs and other tactics of
the players, something that was impossible to do before the advent of the hole card webcam.
Watching poker can be a snoozer if you have no idea what cards the poker players are holding.
Shortly after this I began playing poker on the internet on a site called Party Poker and on
Ultimate Bet. I wanted to teach myself poker and test my wits against other players. Because
playing on the internet offered me the option of continuously being involved in poker hands over
long periods of time, it afforded the perfect opportunity to see how my luck at poker correlated



with planetary aspects. I discovered that the correlation was extremely strong. I noticed that
there were negative astrological aspects that turned my luck so bad that there was no way that I
could win. During the times I had positive aspects, I found myself winning hundreds of dollars
within a few minutes, even though I was playing at low stakes.This was the perfect venue for me
to begin to learn the basics of how astrology affects luck while gambling. I was able to develop
an understanding of how potent different planets and astrological formations were in
determining wins and losses. Because I could play a hand every minute or so, I was able to chart
the fluctuations of luck over time. I gathered a wealth of information about what kind of planetary
aspects were necessary to make sure that I won. I regret not being more methodical during that
time. It took me much longer to clarify the information than necessary. Because poker players in
the United States have been banned from poker sites for the last few years, I can no longer use
this wonderful source of consistent information about timing and luck.Gambling may be the best
method of verifying astrological phenomenon, because how much money you win or lose is
purely quantitative. This makes it easy to study the effects of astrology, because there are few
intervening variables. In the stock market, you have the prevailing sentiment, the charts of
individual countries, and many other variables affecting the market besides astrology. Gambling
on slot machines with a specific percentage payback is the best way to test the effects of
astrology. Unless the machine is broken, the only variables that will affect your luck are how the
planets are affecting your personal chart, and if you are playing video poker, how well you follow
optimum play. This creates a wonderful opportunity for astrologers to gather data to see how the
planets affect an individual’s luck. It, also, creates the best opportunity to prove that astrology
really does work.Currently, my significant other and I go to Las Vegas a few times per year, and
during those times I continue to use astrology to win money and to continue my research into the
astrological effects on gaming. I play poker only occasionally now, finding that I can make much
more money on slot machines because of the many bets I can make per minute. It is important
to take advantage of short time frames that are windows of astrological opportunity to make
money. We also never go to Vegas without consulting astrology. The last thing that I want to do is
to go on vacation and lose all weekend due to poor astrology. There are some aspects which
make it impossible to have a winning session. Some of these aspects last for two or three days.
Who wants to give the casino more money than necessary and then experience the frustration
that comes with losing?Can you make money using astrology for gambling? It can be done, but
it takes discipline. The odds are in the casino’s favor. To beat the casino, you need to take
advantage of your luck when you have it. This book will help you do this, but how well the
method works will depend on your vigilance. Missing a major negative aspect can easily turn the
hope for a winning session into depressing losses. The information in this book is limited in the
sense that I am unable to comprehend or study all the indicators of luck that are available in
astrology. There are many variations in my own luck that are hard to explain due to astrology, but
as I continue to learn about gambling and astrology through the years, these areas of
incomprehension keep diminishing. I find that I continue to increase my knowledge of how



astrology affects luck, and my predictions continue to become more accurate. My dream is that
one day I will be able to astrologically account for all notable variations in luck. The results I have
experienced through the methods in this book point to the possibility of this happening some
day.For the average gambler there is enough information in this book to help you win more
money and to maximize your chances of hitting big jackpots. My experience is that these big
jackpots only occur when my aspects are excellent. I have never hit a big jackpot when my
astrology has been bad or neutral. This book is the first book on astrology and gambling
available that gives a wealth of information and is actually based on experience. I have
personally won jackpots of hundreds and thousands of dollars due to gambling at the correct
astrological times. I have seen my luck explode in the course of a few minutes while an
astrological aspect comes to exactness. This is very exciting and gives me a great sense of
satisfaction. I get to even the odds with the casino—odds that they rig to be in their favor. I also
enjoy smiling silently at the people who pooh-pooh the effectiveness of astrology. Before taking
the time to write this book, I went through a list of pros and cons about publishing it. I would like
to share these pros and cons with you.Pros-Many people are skeptical of astrology, but the
information in this book is verifiable because it is quantitative. Either people win money
according to the techniques I list here or they don’t. I think experiences using astrology with
gambling could go a long way toward opening people to the mystery of astrology.-Truth is truth
and people should know it.-I would like to expand a community of people who are interested in
this topic and I could gain some knowledge from networking with other serious experimenters.
This book may put me in touch with them.-I could make some money from the book. Probably
not much, but some. -I take an impish glee in contributing to individual gamblers beating the
casinos.Cons-I don’t want to have this information contribute to anyone’s gambling problems.-I
am using a pen name in publishing this book because the information in it would affect my
reputation as a professional, perhaps in a negative manner. My work helping people with
addictions is best kept separate from my gambling interests.-People may use the information in
this book haphazardly and it may lead them to lose money rather than gain money.Interestingly,
my own temptations to gamble have declined since I began using astrology. I gamble less
because I no longer have the delusion that a big jackpot is just around the next corner. For me
the big jackpot is most likely to happen next week or next month when my aspects are super
positive.My significant other and I recently went to Las Vegas for a long weekend. We chose the
weekend carefully based on astrology. I won $2650 playing quarters on a two different video
poker machines within the span of four hours. I hit two royal flushes that both paid over $1000 a
piece. I could have won much more had I played for dollars rather than quarters. It would have
been improbable that we would have chosen to go on that weekend by chance. With the input of
astrology I was able choose the weekend that had the most probability of being lucky. I was able
to cash in and pay for the trip and much more. I will describe the astrology behind this win later in
the book. There are millions of people who have periods of incredible luck that they do not take
advantage of. Some people may have the astrological configurations for a short period of time



that are similar to those who win millions in state lotteries. However, because they have no idea
that these opportunities are occurring, they miss out on winning millions of dollars themselves.
However, if they learned the methods in this book, they could plan for these events and make
sure that they position themselves to take advantage of superior astrological configurations. This
could be as simple as buying a lottery ticket, playing in a poker tournament at that time, or
planning a vacation to Las Vegas at that time.My hope is that the next time you go to Las Vegas
or your local casino that you will be able to utilize the information in this book to come out even,
pay for your trip, or come back a big winner. I hope that it can add more fun to your gambling
experience.Chapter One: Gambling and AstrologyWhat Can Be Expected From This
MethodHow much you win and what you get out of reading this book depends upon you.
Gambling is a hard discipline and is one of the most difficult activities in which to be successful.
Gambling seduces us into being greedy or frightened, and undisciplined. With the help of the
information in this book most people will lose less than they did before and some will come out
ahead. The method works. Losses will be due to the inherent difficulties in retaining the
discipline to adhere to these ideas. If you follow the procedures and are able to have good
judgment about how much money you’re putting at risk, you will succeed. It is unusual for an
author to start the first chapter of a book on gambling without promising you the moon, but I feel
that it is my duty to warn you. I don’t want to contribute to anyone losing money. Most people
have difficulty following any system. It is important to be realistic about the weaknesses of
human nature in the face of something that is as thrilling as gambling and winning.Chapter One:
Gambling and AstrologyWhat Can Be Expected From This MethodHow much you win and what
you get out of reading this book depends upon you. Gambling is a hard discipline and is one of
the most difficult activities in which to be successful. Gambling seduces us into being greedy or
frightened, and undisciplined. With the help of the information in this book most people will lose
less than they did before and some will come out ahead. The method works. Losses will be due
to the inherent difficulties in retaining the discipline to adhere to these ideas. If you follow the
procedures and are able to have good judgment about how much money you’re putting at risk,
you will succeed. It is unusual for an author to start the first chapter of a book on gambling
without promising you the moon, but I feel that it is my duty to warn you. I don’t want to contribute
to anyone losing money. Most people have difficulty following any system. It is important to be
realistic about the weaknesses of human nature in the face of something that is as thrilling as
gambling and winning.
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NDT, “Excellent. I just finished reading this book and I just loved it. I will go so far as to call this a
guide book or a manual. I actually took notes and was thrilled to see that the author also uses
Magi Astrology which I have been using for 2 or 3 years now to find my luck. So much easier to
gamble and advance and find your luck without having to rely on house systems.I've managed to
nearly double my salary and get promoted 3 times on my job since I started practicing Magi.
This is no joke. The author is NOT a quack. S/he is very knowledgeable about his/her craft (s/he
writes under a pen name so I'm not sure male or female). The book is very well written and the
only issue I found with it was that it is not in hard copy.I will say that the book is definitely for
those who understand astrology (students or astrologers). The author speaks the language of
an astrologer. Those who do not understand astrology may become frustrated and those who do
understand astrology will recognize its value right away. Those who don't believe in astrology--
well, it's your loss.I have hundreds of books and I consider some more valuable to me than
others. This is one of those more valuable than others. I have been keeping record of my own
"winnings" (not so much in the lottery as I don't really gamble, but am looking forward to it), but
I've noticed that whenever I get lucky (raise or promotion or close on a house or buy a car) Pluto
is somehow involved in that success. I can go on and on. I'm glad I found this book and I do
recommend it and if you do not understand astrology it is worth it to learn it so you can put to
practice what this author teaches.Update: April 26, 2021I wanted to give an update now that I re-
read the book b/c I understand astrology a lot better than when I initially read the book. On July
8, 2020 my mom won $30,000 on a scratch off ticket she bought at a gas station. She had two of
the planetary combinations the author of this book lists as winning combos. Uranus trine Jupiter
and Venus trine Uaranus. This was in Helio and I've never taken Helio seriously (but I guess I will
now). Based on this I disagree about something the author said about not being able to win
when you have negative aspects. She also had a Pluto Square Uranus in Helio, but she still won
that much money. I think maybe some negative aspects will decrease winnings instead of
completely wiping out the chance to win.”

lindalee, “Great!. Found the book right on. I am a gambling astrologer who uses the cusps to tick
off events with close (one deg or less) aspects as you mentioned in the book and other relevant
ones like Transpluto.I have some software that shows this from Lorraine DeFelice from Las
Vegas before she passed in 08 who taught it and wrote a book too. Would love to discuss all
with you!Would love to contact you... what would be the best way?Linda”

Micki Chevalier, “Great information on winning astrology. Everyone who is serious about
gambling should read this book. If you don't understand astrology, get someone to help you or
find astrology websites. Many are free to use.”

Leslie Kramer, “TRY YOUR LUCK. Valid astrological techniques for winning.”



K. Adkins, “Five Stars. Great book”

Cait, “Happy I found this book. I have found this book very useful. I basically play instant wins
online for fun and can now save myself the trouble of losing money by only playing on hot
aspects and avoiding moments that are unfavorable. I am getting better at identifying winning
streaks in my chart. The more I practice and experiment with the info I have learned in this book,
the better I get. It has added a new level of fun to both gambling and astrology.”

kerrie m, “Awesome. I have been using inner planets and angles to play roulette successfully
myself. Glad someone has more knowledge than can teach me more, will save me some
money :-) totally believe the universe opens up for us, we just need to get there in the right time.
BTW my Venus/Jupiter opposition is loving this lol So excited about this book. Thanks to the
author for sharing.”
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